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The Dead World
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This attractive boxed set includes: The Digital
Photography Book, Part 1, 2nd Edition (ISBN
0321934946), The Digital Photography Book, Part 2,
2nd Edition (ISBN 0321948548), The Digital
Photography Book, Part 3 (ISBN 0321617657), The
Digital Photography Book, Part 4 (ISBN 0321773020),
and The Digital Photography Book, Part 5
(0133856887). Scott Kelby, the man who changed the
"digital darkroom" forever, shows which buttons to
push, which settings to use, when to use them, and
hundreds of the most closely guarded photographic
"tricks of the trade" to get budding photographers
shooting dramatically better-looking, sharper, more
colorful, more professional-looking photos with their
digital camera every time they press the shutter
button. Scott tackles the most important side of
digital photography–how to take pro-quality shots
using the same tricks today's top digital pros use (and
it's easier than you'd think). Each chapter is packed
with plain English tips on using flash, shooting closeup photography, travel photography, shooting people,
and even how to build a studio from scratch, where
he demystifies the process so anyone can start taking
pro-quality portraits today! Plus, he's got full chapters
on his most requested topics, including loads of tips
for landscape photographers, wedding photographers,
and sports photographers. Chapter after chapter,
page after page, Scott shares all the pros' secrets for
making your photos look more professional, no matter
what you're shooting. This bundle has a value of US
$125.

The Color of Heaven Series Boxed Set
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Released in 1970, Workingman's Dead was the
breakthrough album for the Grateful Dead, a coldwater-shock departure from the Acid Test madness of
the late '60s. It was the band's most commercially
and critically successful release to date. More
importantly, these songs established the blueprint for
how the Dead would maintain and build upon a
community held together by the core motivation of
rejecting the status quo – the “straight life” – in order
to live and work on their own terms. As a unified
whole, the album's eight songs serve as points of
entry into a fully-rendered portrait of the Grateful
Dead within the context of late twentieth-century
American history. These songs speak to the attendant
cultural and political anxieties that resulted from the
idealism of the '60s giving way to the uncomfortable
realities of the '70s, and the band's evolving
perspective on these changes. Based on research,
interviews, and personal experience, this book probes
the paradox at the heart of the band's appeal: the
Grateful Dead were about much more than music,
though they were really just about the music.

Twice Dead
Small town hospitality doesn't exist in the apocalypse.
Officer Sparks and her team barely survived their first
encounters with the undead. As they travel upriver
towards the relative safety of the sparsely populated
west, new threats emerge as do new allies. Day Zero
has ended, but the battle for survival is just
beginning.
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The Osteria Chronicles Box Set (Books
1-3)
The Descent Series Collection, Books 1-3:
Death's Hand, The Darkest Gate, and
Dark Union
★★★#1 Dark Fantasy Bestselling series★★★ From
the New York Times bestselling author of A TERRIBLE
LOVE, comes a dark dystopian paranormal romance,
where humans who possess extraordinary powers fall
under the government's covert efforts of exploitation
and control. 3 books in 1 Bundle: DEATH WHISPERS
(#1) DEATH SPEAKS (#2) DEATH INCEPTION (#3)

J.A. Jance's Ali Reynolds Mysteries
3-Book Boxed Set
Boxed set containing: Tall, Tatted, and Tempting
Smart, Sexy, and Secretive Calmly, Carefully,
Completely Books 1-3 in the Reed Brothers Series

Remus Rothwyn Chronicles Box Set 1:
Books 1-3
*Optioned for film by 20th Century Fox!This Boxed set
includes the first 3 books in the Celestra Series,
Ethereal, Tremble, and Burn ETHEREAL: Sixteen yearold, Skyla Messenger is a dead girl walking. When her
newly remarried mother moves the family to Paragon
Island, to a house that is rumored to be haunted,
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Skyla finds refuge in Logan Oliver, a boy who shares
her unique ability to read minds. Skyla discovers
Logan holds the answers to the questions she’s been
looking for, but Logan’s reluctance to give her the
knowledge she desires leaves her believing Logan has
a few secrets of his own. Skyla’s bloodlines may just
be connected to the most powerful angelic beings
that roam the earth, and the more she knows, the
more danger she seems to be in. Suddenly an entire
faction of earthbound angels wants her dead, at least
she still has Logan, or does she? TREMBLE (Celestra
Series Book 2) Sixteen year-old, Skyla Messenger is
determined to bring back the dead. For Skyla, being
an angel from the coveted Celestra faction hasn’t
been easy. An entire band of wicked angels is after
her blood, a Sector is after something far more
sinister, and her newfound powers lead her on a quest
to save her dead father. Skyla and her boyfriend
Logan try to piece together a plan to take down the
Countenance in order to maintain their relationship,
but will Skyla’s burgeoning feelings for Gage get in
the way? And when Skyla decides to use her powerful
blood to change the fate of another deceased soul,
just who is going to stop her? Burn (Celestra Series
Book 3) Sixteen year-old, Skyla Messenger is having
difficulties with the living and the dead. With Chloe’s
diary in her hands, Skyla embarks into the mind of
one of Paragon’s most twisted former residents. After
accidentally kick-starting the faction war, Skyla finds
herself in more danger than ever before. So, when
Marshall offers her a taste of the gift of knowing,
Skyla attempts to use it to alter the outcome of future
prophecies. And now that Skyla’s love life seems to
involve one boy too many, she must choose who to be
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with. If she waits too long, the decision just might be
made for her.

The Death Series Boxed Set
What could go wrong when our compelling hero and
his quirky team achieve immortality by digitizing their
personalities? Clever and ruthless villains want it at
any cost. A high-stakes cat and mouse game ensues
with apocalyptic danger at every turn.

The Fitzgerald Family Boxed Set
Discover the truth about who really lives above and
below New York City with the entire Dead City
trilogy—now available in a collectible boxed set! I
hate zombies. I know that sounds prejudiced and I’m
sure some are probably nice to kittens and love their
parents. But it’s been my experience that these are
the exceptions to the rule. Meet Molly Bigelow. She’s
part of an elite team, OMEGA, whose job is to protect
the living—and the almost living—who share the
island of Manhattan. In Dead City, Molly is recruited to
become a zombie hunter just like her mother. She
must come to terms with the idea that zombies exist,
and that it’s her job to help police them and keep the
peace. At the same time, Molly just wants to be a
regular kid. But can she figure out how to do that
when her mother was the most feared—or most
revered—zombie hunter in the history of New York
City? In Blue Moon, Molly’s efforts to help her Omega
team track down the identity of the original thirteen
zombies takes her from the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
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parade to New Year’s Eve in Times Square. Her
loyalties to friends and family, and her life, are about
to be tested in ways she’d never imagine. In Dark
Days, Molly and the Omegas fight to contain the
storm unleashed by Operation Blue Moon. As they do,
Molly’s personal life is thrown into turmoil when she
discovers that one of her closest friends has joined
the ranks of the undead, a development that
threatens the Omegas as well as Molly’s relationship
with her mother.

The Catalyst Boxed Set - Books 1-3
For the first time: the FBI thrillers Riptide and
Hemlock Bay together in one volume. Catherine
Coulter's FBI series "twists at every turn" (San Diego
Union-Tribune). In two of her most gripping booksRiptide and Hemlock Bay- FBI agents Dillon Savich
and Lacey Sherlock face dangerous threats in both
their professional and personal lives. In Riptide,
trouble follows an intrepid reporter to the quiet
coastal Maine community, and Savich and Sherlock
must face down a KGB agent to find the truth. In
Hemlock Bay, the two travel to Maryland to take down
the satanic child-killing Tuttle twins.

Boxed Set: Dominated by a Billionaire Part 1-3
The Dead Force Series: Books 1-3 This omnibus
edition of the Dead Force Series contains the first
three books: Sandman, Lockdown and Firefight. Tag is
a man without a past and a bad future. Waking up in
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a chamber full of half a million sleepers is bound to
confuse anyone, but learning you're on a spaceship
hurtling through the universe will really ruin your day.
Book One: Sandman Finding over a million sleepers
on three arks, an infestation of space fleas, and no
idea how he or the squad got there, Tag is having a
bad day. Uncovering the truth proves more bizarre
than he could have guessed, but never one to pass up
a challenge, Tag decides revenge is the best course of
action. Book Two: Lockdown In search of the truth,
Tag and his squad head to Earth where they learn just
how far they are from where they started. Realizing
they’re not entirely blameless for what happened to
the world, Tag desperately looks for a way to gain the
upper hand against enemy aliens he can’t even find.
Book Three: Firefight War is about real estate and,
with Jessica near death, Tag is running out of time to
reclaim even a small part of his country. The Dead
Force are willing, but Tag must find a way to steal
what he needs from the aliens to turn them into an
effective fighting force. Determined to slam a stake in
the ground and declare it his, Tag raises his bet, but it
just might be a step too far. Dead Force series is the
latest in the SD Tanner collection. It’s a wild ride
through space, filled with cool tech, mad aliens, and a
stubborn squad refusing to quit. *** Dead Force:
Books 1-3 can be read as a standalone trilogy. Dead
Force - Completed Series Now Available *** Also
available: The omnibus edition of the Dead Force
Series containing the final four books: Valhalla,
Warlord, Judas and Eagle. *** Book Four: Valhalla
Having secured Valhalla, home to his Dead Force
army, Tag aims to steal more of the enemy’s arsenal
before extending his control over Earth. He finds a
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planet called Caladar that may be to blame for all
their trouble, but they just might have the solution
he’s looking for. Book Five: Warlord In a Universe
where nothing is as it seems, the Dead Force are
splintering into factions, and every alien Tag meets
seems to know more about him than he does, but
none will tell him the truth. Finding Grunt’s army
should have been easy, but they aren’t where he left
them. Critically underpowered, it appears Tag has
started the drum beat for a war he can’t possibly win.
With trust in Tag’s leadership eroding, the race is on
to build an allied force. Book Six: Judas Jessica finally
tells the truth about the Dead Force and it breaks
their trust in her and confidence in themselves.
Plagued by strange visions, Tag is slowly losing his
mind, but he has Mayla build him the end of days so
the last shot will be his to fire. The core of Earth is
ignited and the countdown to the winner begins. Book
Seven: Eagle Tag leads the Dead Force into a war he
can't win and his command team are furious. The
Valkyrie desperately try to save the wounded, but the
queen and her enemy fleet are on their way to Earth.
This is the stunning conclusion to Tag's war. Is he a
man or a monster? Will the Dead Force take him down
before he destroys the Universe? Also by SD Tanner
Books in Navigator World Navigator Boxset (Books
1-4) Bombardier Trilogy WarriorSR Trilogy Replicant
Trilogy Books in Dead Force series Dead Force: Books
1-3 Dead Force: Books 4-7 The Hunter Wars series
Books in Hunter Wars Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 1-3)
Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 4-6) Books in Eden Lost
Trilogy Eden Lost Trilogy Standalone Books Time to
Die Twisted Daze
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On Mitromica and Thala (Gastropoda:
Costellariidae) with descriptions of new
species from the Western Atlantic and
Indo-Pacific
"A continuing story of survival horror." --Cover.

Dead Texas
This box set contains the first three books in the
Remus Rothwyn Chronicles Series. The Remus
Rothwyn Chronicles is a dark, epic fantasy series with
mythological elements and a nuanced world with
complex perspectives. Book 1: Steel, Magick and Faith
In the ancient and wild world of Glenryth, Fey
creatures and a nascent humanity have come into
conflict, the motives of each other mutually
unfathomable and alien. Technological cults and
Monotheistic religions are worshipped, any suspicion
of pagan or Fey magickal taint is reviled. Prophets
spread far and wide, offering hope and comfort to the
beleaguered masses. Mankind is not totally separate
from the energies that suffuse Glenryth, as an
unfortunate few are born as Touched. When local
dwarves put a curse upon the town of High Peaks,
Remus, the aloof and irritable woodcutter and sage,
must try and ebb the tide of xenophobic anger that
could engulf himself and any other folk that are
labelled as outcasts. But when a caravan of
technocrat pilgrims fails to arrive, and the body of a
local child is found in the woodlands, Remus, along
with the capricious Touched Elaina, must try to
understand the nature of morality in a world cloaked
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in suspicion and fear, and, ultimately, to prevent a
brewing war that could send the region spiraling into
chaos and destruction. Book 2: The Shard of Palrinah
After saving High Peaks from a devastating war
between Humankind and Fey, Remus and Elaina head
to the grand city of Yondern to continue their
adventures, yearning for excitement and the chance
to do good. However, the long-brewing political
conflict between the Steelwielders and Paragonites
has erupted into open war, and try as they might, the
travelers cannot escape the eye of suspicious
factions. Once-friendly factions have turned wary, and
they find themselves allying with those who they
would least expect. An old friend, the bard Perfidian,
confronts them with troubling information, hinting at a
deeper objective to the brewing war, and possibly to
an object of power that could wreak devastation upon
the land in the hands of the power-hungry. The three
friends must discover what the Steelwielder
technocrats and Paragonite monks are truly seeking
in a remote corner of Glenryth, in a deadly game of
cat and mouse involving dark and sinister forces, both
Human and otherwise. Book 3: Though Darkness
Comes Having fled to Norlathaa to hide themselves,
and the mighty Shard of Palrinah, from the foes who
mercilessly hunt them, Remus and his companions
must navigate the deadly political landscape of
double-crosses and power grabs that confronts them.
The Steelwielders and Paragonites pursue the holy
item of power, taking advantage of the sweltering
corruption that plagues the monarchic government of
Norlathaa, spreading a web of eyes and ears. Other
factions stalk the shadows of the temperate land,
agents of the great Cities, and Fey tribes congregate
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in their lairs, enacting a great magick to counter the
rise of whatever group of Humanity claims the
artefact. Old friends and enemies become
intermeshed in the conflict, and Remus, Elaina and
Perfidian must find safe harbour in the bard’s
homeland, struggling to understand the meaning of
home and the ramifications of power, and, ultimately,
to seek a way to end the threat the Shard of Palrinah
bodes for Glenryth, once and for all.

The Flyght Series Box Set (Books 1-3)
The third season of Walking Dead picks up a little
after the end of season 2. The group are now a well
drilled killing force and when they find an abandoned
prison they do their best to make it their new home.
The third season also introduces the town of
Woodbury and the shady Governor. This book covers
the first 9 episodes of season three up to the mid
season finale where the survivors stage their assault
on Woodbury. Inside this book are over 100 questions
of varying difficulty so batten down the hatches and
prepare to test your knowledge on the actions of the
survivors of the zombie apocalypse in the latest
chapter of this series of quiz books about one of the
best shows on television.

Dead America
Enjoy the first three books in the bestselling Color of
Heaven series in this delightful collection. “The Color
of Heaven' is pure reading pleasure. MacLean's wellpaced, fluid prose takes readers through the full
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expression of family and love. Family drama, the pain
of loss, the hope of new beginnings, and falling deeply
for the new man--it's all in focus in this women's
fiction series.” —JustKindleBooks THE COLOR OF
HEAVEN - Book 1 A deeply emotional tale about
Sophie Duncan, a successful columnist whose world
falls apart after her daughter's unexpected illness and
her husband's shocking affair. When it seems nothing
else could possibly go wrong, her car skids off an icy
road and plunges into a frozen lake. There, in the cold
dark depths of the water, a profound and
extraordinary experience unlocks the surprising
secrets from Sophie's past, and teaches her what it
means to truly liveand love. Full of surprising twists
and turns and a near-death experience that will leave
you breathless, this story is not to be missed. THE
COLOR OF DESTINY - Book 2 Eighteen years ago a
teenage pregnancy changed Kate Worthington’s life
forever. Faced with many difficult decisions, she
chose to follow her heart and embrace an uncertain
future with the father of her baby and her devoted
first love. At the same time, in another part of the
world, sixteen-year-old Ryan Hamilton makes his own
share of mistakes, but learns important lessons along
the way. Twenty years later, Kate's and Ryan's paths
cross in a way they could never expect, which makes
them question the possibility of destiny. Even when
all seems hopeless, could it be that everything
happens for a reason, and we end up exactly where
we are meant to be? THE COLOR OF HOPE - Book 3
Diana Moore has led a charmed life. She’s the
daughter of a wealthy senator and living a glamorous
city life, and is confident her handsome live-in
boyfriend is about to propose. But everything is
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turned upside down when she learns of a mysterious
woman who lives and works nearby – a woman who is
her exact mirror image. Diana is compelled to
discover the truth about this woman’s identity, but
the truth leads her down a path of secrets, betrayals,
and shocking discoveries about her past. These
discoveries follow her like a shadow. Then she meets
Dr. Jacob Peterson—a brilliant cardiac surgeon with an
uncanny ability to heal those who are broken. With his
help, Diana embarks upon a journey to restore her
belief in the human spirit, and recover a sense of
hope - that happiness, and love, may still be within
reach for those willing to believe in second chances.

CSI Reilly Steel Box set: Books 1 - 3
Celestra Angels Box Set Books 1-3
Behind the facade of their tricked-out motorcycle
shop is a covert team comprised of the most elite exmilitary specialists. New York Times bestselling author
Julie Ann Walker has thrilled readers with her sexy
Black Knights, Inc. romantic suspense series. Now, get
the first three books for one low price: Hell on Wheels,
In Rides Trouble, and Rev It Up. "A first-rate thrill
ride."—Publishers Weekly, starred review "Julie Ann
Walker is one of those authors to be put on a keeper
shelf along with Nora Roberts, Suzanne Brockmann,
and Allison Brennan."—Kirkus Reviews "Edgy, alpha
and downright HOT, the Black Knights Inc. will steal
your breath . and your heart!"—Catherine Mann,
Bestselling Author About the Books in This Boxed Set
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1. Hell on Wheels Ex Marine Nate Weller is an expert
at keeping his cool, which is how he keeps his feelings
for Ali Morgan in check. Sweet, sexy Ali is his best
friend's sisterand totally off limits. Ali's never seen
anything sexier than Nate straddling his custom
Harley-or the flash in his eyes when she tells him
she's in trouble. With Nate, her life is in his capable
hands--but her heart is another story. 2. In Rides
Trouble Trouble tends to find Becky Reichert. Like the
day ex-SEAL Frank Knight showed up, wanting to use
her shop as a cover for his special ops team. Becky
prides herself on being able to weld and shoot just as
well as the big boys. But while munitions and
mayhem are Frank's way of life, the last thing he
needs is Becky in the way. Yet it's just his luck when
she ends up in a hostage situation. Come hell or high
water, he will get her back 3. Rev It Up Ex-SEAL Jake
"the Snake" Sommers was known for striking quickly,
quietly, and lethally. That's also how he broke
Michelle Carter's heart. It was the only way to keep
her safe-from himself. Four years later, Jake wants
another chance, but Michelle has never forgiven him.
But when her brother ticks off a mobster, she must do
the unimaginable: place her life in Jake's hands. And
once she does, he'll never let her go

The Women's Murder Club Novels
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.

Jurassic Dead
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So close, yet so far away. Still reeling from Elijah's
brutal retaliation, Sparks and the other survivors
continue their ill-fated journey west. As the reach the
town of Junction, the group finds that their troubles
are far from over.

Dead City
A paranormal mystery serial for young adults on up.
All nine 25,000-word volumes now available in boxed
sets of three and in a complete collection! Dead
Ringers 1: ILLUSION—Jade Greene's memories of the
two days she went missing are slowly returning, but
they involve a blinding headache and an evil clown
with a syringe. Not exactly the stuff of sanity. Dead
Ringers 2: INVERTIGO—Max Harper insists Jade's best
chance to find out why she remembers so little of her
abduction is to team up with him. But can she trust
him? Dead Ringers 3: THE SPIDER—Someone in
Midway Beach isn't who they seem and unless Jade
and Max can figure out what's going on, they could
become the next victims.

Broslin Creek Boxed Set (Books 1-3)
Beautiful Demons Box Set: Books 1-3
Books 1-3 of the Jamie Quinn Mystery Series!
Including: Death by Didgeridoo-- Winner of the Indie
Book of the Day award. Reluctant lawyer, Jamie
Quinn, still reeling from the death of her mother, is
pulled into a game of deception, jealousy, and
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vengeance when her cousin, Adam, is wrongfully
accused of murder. It's up to Jamie to find the real
murderer before it's too late. It doesn't help that the
victim is a former rock star with more enemies than
friends, or that Adam confessed to a murder he didn't
commit. The Case of the Killer Divorce-- Reluctant
lawyer, Jamie Quinn, has returned to her family law
practice after a hiatus due to the death of her mother.
It's business as usual until a bitter divorce case turns
into a murder investigation, and Jamie's client
becomes the prime suspect. When she can't untangle
truth from lies, Jamie enlists the help of Duke
Broussard, her favorite private investigator, to try to
clear her client's name. And she's hoping that, in his
spare time, he can help her find her long-lost father.
Peril in the Park-- There's big trouble in the park
system. Someone is making life difficult for Jamie
Quinn's boyfriend, Kip Simons, the new director of
Broward County parks. Was it the angry supervisor
passed over for promotion? The disgruntled employee
Kip recently fired? Or someone with a bigger ax to
grind? If Jamie can't figure it out soon, she may be
looking for a new boyfriend because there's a dead
guy in the park and Kip has gone missing! With the
help of her favorite P.I., Duke Broussard, Jamie must
race the clock to find Kip before it's too late. A
preview of the next Jamie Quinn Mystery, Engaged in
Danger, can be found at the end of the book.

American State Papers
Discover the iconic New York Times bestselling
detective series from the world's #1 writer: 1st to Die,
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2nd Chance, and 3rd Degree are included in this heartstopping collection. In 1st to Die, Lindsay Boxer faces
a potentially fatal disease and a terrifying case in her
job with the San Francisco Homicide Squad. Her
optimism is shaken when someone kills a bride and
groom during the first hours of their honeymoon. As
the killer strikes again in Napa Valley and Cleveland,
Lindsay gathers her girlfriends who work in the justice
system to cut through the red tape and solve the
crimes. The Women's Murder Club teams up again in
2nd Chance as a brutal madman sprays bullets into a
crowd of children in a San Francisco church. Though
only one person dies, an elderly black woman is hung
right after the murder. With the help of her friendsmedical examiner Claire, Assistant D. A. Jill, and San
Francisco Chronicle reporter Cindy-police homicide
inspector Lindsay Boxer senses a connection and
finds a link that sends a chill through the entire
nation. 3rd Degree plunges into a burning townhouse,
where Detective Lindsay Boxer discovers three dead
bodies and a mysterious message at the scene. When
more corpses turn up, Lindsay asks her friends to help
her find a murderer who vows to kill every three days.
Even more terrifying: he has targeted one of the
Women's Murder Club.

Dante's Circle Box Set 1
****SPECIAL SALE**** Discover the sexy bestselling
Fitzgerald series by E. B. Walters This boxed set
contains three full-length, stand-alone novels: SLOW
BURN: Ashley Fitzgerald and Ron Noble's story MINE
UNTIL DAWN: Jade Fitzgerald and Vince Knight's story
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KISS ME CRAZY: Baron Fitzgerald and Kara Michaels
Dangerously handsome millionaire playboy Ron Noble
is hiding a deadly secret. Now someone else knows it
and is leaving him clues, which leads him straight to
Ashley Fitzgerald, the woman who has every reason
to hate him and his family. Gorgeous, but damaged
millionaire and gallery owner Baron Fitzgerald plays
by his own rules. He is unstoppable when he wants
something and he always wins. Always. When his
most valuable employee decides to quit, he offers her
everything to make her stay, including a week in his
bed at a secluded cottage. But his offer is just the
beginning. Arrogant investigative reporter Vince
Knight lives dangerously. In fact, he craves danger
and trouble always finds him. When he goes in search
of a missing artifact, he finds a priceless gem—a
woman he can’t have. Or can he? ALSO IN THE
SERIES: DANGEORUS LOVE (Book Four): Faith
Fitzgerald's story FOREVER HERS (Book Five): Eddie
Fitzgerald's story SURRENDER TO TEMPTATION (Book
Six): Chase Fitzgerald's story IMPULSIVE DESIRE (Book
Seven-coming Nov 17th): Lex Fitzgerald's story FROM
THE AUTHOR: To my fans, thank you for your support.
Without you, this series would not have become this
popular. So enjoy *hugs* E. B. Walters

Dead Ringers: Volumes 1-3
Seventh-grader Molly has always been an outsider,
even at New York City's elite Metropolitan Institute of
Science and Technology, but that changes when she
is recruited to join the Omegas, a secret group that
polices and protects zombies.
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The Walking Dead: Compendium 1
USA Today Bestselling Author, W.J. May brings her
international bestselling series together in a box set
limited edition collection! The Queen's Alpha brings
you deeper into the world of shifters, fae, and magic.
The Queen's Alpha Box Set Books #1-3 ETERNAL Book 1 She will fight for what is hers. When the king is
murdered, Katerina, his only daughter, must flee for
her life. She finds herself on a strange and dangerous
path. Alone for the first time, she's forced to rely upon
her wits and the kindness of strangers, while
protecting her royal secret at the same time. Because
she alone knows the truth. It was her brother who
killed the king. And he's coming for her next. Alone
and struggling, she finds herself an instant target until
a mysterious protector comes to her aid. Together,
and with a collection of the most unlikely friends, the
group must navigate through an enchanted world just
as fantastical as it can be deadly. But time is not on
their side. With her brother's assassins closing in at
every turn, Katerina must unlock a secret that's
hidden deep inside her. The only thing strong enough
to keep the darkness at bay. Can she find the answers
she needs? Will she ever take her rightful place on the
throne? Only one thing is certain: she's running out of
time. Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was
once an angel. EVERLASTING - Book 2 I will fight for
those I love. When the crown prince puts a bounty on
her head, Katerina and the gang find themselves
facing trouble at every turn. It's a race to get the safe
house in time, but will they pull together to work as a
team, or will their differences pull them apart?
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Strengths and weaknesses are put to the test, as
Katerina is plunged headfirst into a magical world she
never knew existed. Fiction becomes reality, as the
characters from her childhood fairytales come to life,
bringing with them secrets she could never have
imagined. Her bloodline gives her the right to call
herself their queen, but is the division between the
royal family and the magical kingdom too great? How
can she mend the damage of the past? More
importantly…can she be the one to unite her people?
UNCEASING - Book 3 She will fight for what is hers.
When their sanctuary suddenly becomes a prison,
Katerina and the gang must work together to save not
only themselves, but everyone else in the remote,
alpine retreat. Secrets are revealed and new identities
are discovered as the princess delves into her past,
uncovering things she never thought possible.
Awakening a hidden power buried within. The stakes
have never been so high, and everyone's a target.
Can the princess unlock the ancient magic in time?
Can they find a way off the mountain before disaster
strikes? Most importantly, in a world where
everyone's out to get them… …Who can they trust?
Queen's Alpha Series: Eternal Everlasting Unceasing
Evermore Forever Boundless Prophecy Protected
Foretelling Revelation Betrayal Resolved The Omega
Queen Series: Discipline Bravery Courage Conquer
Strength Validation Approval Blessing Balance
Grievance Enchanted Gratified

The James Thomas Series Box Set
(Novels 1 - 3)
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***Due to strong language, violence, and sexual
situations, this series is not intended for
readers under the age of 18*** Polar opposites,
and yet attracted like magnets… When Alma
Lancaster lands her dream job at King Productions,
she is determined to move forward without letting the
past drag her down. Hardworking and ambitious, she
may be in the movie business, but she’s not the type
to let her imagination run away with her. Her career is
her priority. Love will have to wait! But when she
meets her CEO for the first time, the gorgeous and
charismatic Vadim King, she immediately recognizes
Vadim Arcadi, the only man she’s ever really loved.
Twelve years after their painful separation, the lovers
are reunited. Why did he change his name? How did
he get to the head of this cinema empire? And more
importantly, will they manage to get back together –
despite the painful memories, the passion that
devours them and the past that haunts them? Don’t
miss Dominated by a Billionaire – Irresistible
Billionaire, the latest series from Emma M. Green,
author of the bestseller One Hundred Facets of Mr.
Diamonds!

Dead City Omega Collection
Over half a million copies sold in The Shadow Demons
Saga!! Begin this epic journey against the darkness
with three FREE books!! Grab Book 4: Shadow
Demons, for just $0.99. Dark secrets hide within
Beautiful Demons Harper Madison isn't like other girls.
She has extraordinary powers, but her inability to
control them has gotten her kicked from so many
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foster homes she's lost count. Shadowford Home for
Girls is her last chance, and she hopes Peachville High
will be the fresh start she needs. But when evidence
ties her to the gruesome murder of a Demons
cheerleader, Harper discovers this small town has a
big secret. Inner Demons Harper Madison is willing to
do whatever it takes to get answers about the
disappearance of her mother and about her own
strange powers. Even if it means joining the Demons
cheerleading squad, a secret training ground for
witches. The training opens up a new world for
Harper. It's a world of beauty and magic beyond her
wildest dreams, but it's also a world of sinister
expectations. A world where every secret hides an
even darker secret. Bitter Demons So far, life in
Peachville has been tough for Harper. She's survived
attacks on her life, learned how to control her magic,
and met the most gorgeous guy with an unbelievable
secret. After her latest stunt at Brighton Hospital, life
has gotten even more complicated. The Order of
Shadows is determined to tighten their control on her
life. When a future Prima from a nearby demon gate
comes to town, she and Harper decide to use
glamours to switch places at a party. All Harper wants
is to have a little fun. But the night will end in blood.
And Harper will find out the attack was meant for her
Continue The Shadow Demons Saga: Book 4: Shadow
Demons Book 5: Rival Demons Book 6: Demons
Forever Book 7: Emerald Darkness Book 8: Forgotten
Darkness Book 9: Beyond The Darkness *And don't
miss the bonus novel, A Demon's Wrath. *This series
was previously titled "The Peachville High Demons
Series" Tags: Free Box Set, Free books, free
paranormal books, free young adult paranormal
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books, free witches, free series, free book,
supernatural mystery, freebie, free magic books.
Keywords: Witches, Young Adult, Demons,
Paranormal, Urban Fantasy, Magic, YA, Series

Black Knights Inc. Boxed Set:
The first three books in the five-book Young Adult
novel series is available here in one single package.
Follow Jack Erickson as he traverses the world of the
paranormal with his family and friends, and learns a
thing or two about life along the way. All titles are
also available separately. Book 1 - Hawthorn Inn: Jack
Erikson doesn’t have great expectations when his
mother moves them to an old decrepit inn in a town
just as musty, but he’s unprepared for the oddities
that start springing out of the rotten woodwork. New
friends introduce him to legends and rumors that
have swirled around the inn since time-immemorial,
and he finds plenty of proof to believe them as
strange noises and twisted shadows stalk the halls.
Worst of all, his estranged grandfather has invited
himself to join them at the inn. Creepy doesn’t begin
to describe that black-cloaked gentleman with the
pale skin and weird, ever-constant glasses. Old
secrets, mysterious sealed-up rooms and creeping
shadows abound as Jack tries to manage his new life
at Hawthorn Inn. Book 2 - Sanctuary: Adventure and
thrills return as Jack Erikson tries to settle down to a
calm, relaxing life at Hawthorn Inn. He doesn’t get
that time to relax, though, when the inn receives its
first guest even before it opens and his mom’s
investors arrive just a week before the big Halloween
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party the inn is hosting. Tensions rise and
relationships evolve as Jack is thrown into more
mystery and mayhem. Book 3 - Ghost Woods
Disembodied screams. Rumors of curses. Hidden
wells long forgotten. Those are a few of the mysteries
rising from the fog around the Ghost Woods, the
stretch of trees surrounding Hawthorn Inn and the
small town of Sanctuary. Jack again finds himself the
focus of the eerie happenings as he makes new allies
and learns more about his strange grandfather.
Shadows lengthen and the danger deepens as Jack
and his friends try to stay one step ahead of their
adversary. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery,
paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale,
folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action
adventure, action, adventure, second chances,
comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie, free book, free
books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel,
rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series, college,
funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense,
thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero,
fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, young adult,
teen, historical, past, travel, hero, coming of age,
monster, creature, vampire, undead, immortal,
revenant, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, transform,
wolf, occult, secret, demon, devil, holiday, Halloween,
ghost, spirit, undead, phantom, poltergeist

Scott Kelby's Digital Photography Boxed
Set, Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
An Antarctic research team hoping to study microbial
organisms in an underground lake discovers
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something far more amazing: perfectly preserved
dinosaur corpses. After one thaws and wakes
ravenously hungry, it becomes apparent that death,
like life, will find a way. Environmental activist Alex
Ramirez, son of the expedition's paleontologist, came
to Antarctica to defend the organisms from extinction,
but soon learns that it is the human race that needs
protecting.

Jamie Quinn Mystery Collection
I am Bennett Ashby. And I am not the savior. 322
years after the apocalypse, a miraculous find--an old
journal--haunts those left behind. The words inside
tear down every belief about their past, leaving
nothing but a pile of questions behind. If Ashby wasn't
the one who saved them, who was? Was their entire
world built on lies? Bennett Ashby never set out to be
the savior of anything, let alone the world. He only
wanted to get ahead, and finding a cure for cancer
was his key. But when the creation turns on the
master, Ashby soon realizes he's in over his head. The
only thing he knows for certain is if the nanobots are
not controlled, they will soon usher in the dead world.

Not So Dead
Start the Flyght Series today with First Flyght, Broken
Flyght, and High Flyght all in one ebook set. Her
future is brighter than the stars. But one betrayal will
change everything… Vivian Kawabata can't wait to
claim her privileged destiny. But when the heir to the
family agricultural empire finds her bank account
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empty while shopping for expensive shoes, she’s
horrified to discover that her own brother has
financially stabbed her in the back. To stand a chance
of restoring her rightful place in the universe, the
honest and rule-following Vivian may have to break a
few intergalactic laws. After securing an old ship from
her aunt, Vivian takes on two new roles: a sexy
heiress collecting eligible husbands and a hard-nosed
captain rebuilding a lost fortune by any means
necessary. Completely out of her depth, she'd be
sunk without the help of a relationship broker, a
handsome ex-boyfriend, a hacker with a heart of gold,
and the other potential partners she meets along the
way. With a business that runs the razor’s edge
between trade and smuggling, can the former highsociety socialite get the money she needs or will her
brazen ambition lead to a deadly crash landing? First
Flyght is the first book in the Flyght Series of sci-fi
reverse harem romance. Broken Flyght and High
Flyght are books 2 and 3 of the six-book completed
series. If you like action-packed space operas and a
universe full of twists, then you’ll love S. J. Pajonas’s
interstellar adventure. Please note: THIS SERIES MUST
BE READ IN ORDER. It is a true series and plot
elements carry through every book, from beginning to
end. You will miss too much by reading this series out
of order or skipping around. The Flyght Series is
complete at six books. This is also a slow-burn RH
series that contains profanity and sexual situations.
Additional Keywords: science fiction, science fiction
romance, reverse harem, reverse harem romance,
why choose, why choose romance, space opera,
science fiction action adventure
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Dead Texas
The first terrifying chapter of the Dead Texas spinoff.
It's Day Zero and the Texas zombie virus is quickly
spreading throughout the nation. In a desperate race
against the clock, two special forces teams are given
an impossible mission. Turn the football stadium in
Charlotte into a fortress, and rescue some of the
brightest minds in the world to help with the coming
war. Dead America: The First Week focuses on the
national response to the Texas zombie outbreak.
There will be multiple mini-series within The First
Week focused on several regions of the nation and
how they are dealing with the crisis.

Dead Force Series
She was destined to be a weapon. Elise Kavanagh is
good at one thing: killing demons, angels, and gods.
For years, she was the death that supernatural
creatures feared. More myth than woman, she walked
the Earth as the embodiment of vengeance. But Elise
doesn't want anything to do with destiny. She wants
time off to spend with her only friend and former
investigative partner, James Faulkner - a powerful
witch, the only person she trusts - and try to be a
normal person, whatever that means. Destiny hasn't
forgotten her. It's not easy to retire when you were
born to be a killing machine. Old enemies still hold
bitter grudges against Elise. The demon overlord of
her new home isn't happy to have the Godslayer
hiding out in her territory. And there are still gods that
need to be killed This is a collection of the first three
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titles in The Descent Series, which are gritty urban
fantasy books about an exorcist, a witch, and their
battles against the forces of Heaven and Hell.
(Approx. 200,000 words total.) Books included:
Death's HandThe Darkest GateDark UnionDEATH'S
HAND Elise Kavanagh doesn't want to hunt demons
anymore. It's been five years since she killed her last
enemy, and life has been quiet since then. She went
to college. Got a job, and then lost it. Made a friend or
two. Lived a normal life. Now her former partner, a
powerful witch named James Faulkner, wants Elise to
fight one more time. The daughter of a coven
member has been possessed, and Elise is the only
exorcist nearby. Becoming a hero again would mean
risking discovery by old enemies. But digging into the
case reveals that it might already be too late--bodies
are disappearing, demons slither through the night,
and the cogs of apocalypse are beginning to turn.
Some enemies aren't willing to let the secrets of the
past stay dead THE DARKEST GATE When Elise
Kavanagh retired from demon hunting, she swore it
would be permanent. But an attack from a powerful
necromancer forced her back into the business, and
now she's trying to balance her normal boyfriend and
normal job with everything supernatural. Mr. Black is
a demon hunter gone rogue. He's enslaving angels
and stealing ethereal artifacts in pursuit of forbidden
immortality, and an old grudge drives him to make his
final stand in Elise's territory. Destroying her life and
killing her friends isn't the goal, but it's a definite
perk. A demonic overlord offers to join against Mr.
Black and protect Elise's loved ones. All she needs to
do is ally with the demons she's sworn to kill, at the
cost of her morals--and maybe her immortal soul. But
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once she crosses that line, there's no turning back.
Nothing is sacred when Heaven and Hell collide on
Earth DARK UNION Every fifty years, the most
powerful ethereal and infernal beings convene on
Earth to resolve conflicts with mediation by
kopides--humans born to police relations between
Heaven and Hell. They're meeting in Elise Kavanagh's
territory this year, and she used to be the greatest
kopis in the world. But she's not invited. An old friend,
Lucas McIntyre, asks her to attend the summit in his
place. But when she arrives, she discovers that a
human faction called The Union has taken charge of
the summit, and they're not playing nice. Worse yet,
someone has killed a prominent Union member and
now they're demanding blood. dark urban fantasy,
demon hunter, exorcist, fallen angels, witches,
witchcraft, occult supernatural, free fantasy book,
bargain fantasy book, urban dark fantasy, paranormal
romance, werewolves, werewolf pack, free, freebie
keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal romance, urban
fantasy romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter
romance, angels, demons, science fiction romance,
free urban fantasy novel, free books, free paranormal,
exorcist, urban fantasy series

Sermon Outlines for Busy Pastors:
Sermon Series Box Set 1
Three gripping, fast-paced novels of romantic
suspense from New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Dana Marton. "Marton knows what
makes a heroher characters are sure to become
reader favorites." RT Book Review Magazine
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DEATHWATCH: The only person who can identify the
most notorious hit man in the country, Kate Bridges is
running for her life. Murphy Dolan is in the Army
Reserves, returning from his 2nd tour of duty, only to
find a stranger hiding in his house. She's scared
spitless. He's completely burned-out on violence.
Neither of them has any trust left to give
DEATHSCAPE: After a near-death experience, artist
Ashley Price is compelled to paint visions of the dead,
and fears she's gone crazy. Then she paints a man
buried alive and, recognizing the surroundings, she
rushes to save him Instead of being grateful to her for
rescuing him, Detective Jack Sullivan accuses her of
being in league with a serial killer. He swears he will
put her behind bars. Except, the more time he spends
with her, the more he falls under her spell. Can he
trust her, or is he walking into another deadly trap?
DEATHTRAP: She'd been "the sick girl" for most of her
life. She refused to go straight to "the weird girl".
Heart-transplant recipient Sophie Curtis has been in
her own antiseptic bubble for so long, she just might
not be able to venture out into the real world again.
Her spooky body memories are scary enough, but
then she finds herself in the cross hairs of a killer.
"Love was blind, people said. But lust was blind, deaf
and reckless." Ethan Bing hadn't been a great
romantic before he became a cop. Whatever shred of
optimism he had left after becoming Broslin Chief of
Police had been seared out of him by the unsolved
murder of his wife two years before. A new case
brings the killer within reach just as Sophie pops into
his life. She gets through his defenses like no other
before, but soon it becomes clear that she's been
selected as the killer's next victim. "These tales
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artfully combine thrilling adventures with a enhancing
element of paranormal that adds to the chills up one's
spine.” Night Owl Reviews

The Walking Dead
Humans aren’t as alone as they choose to believe.
Every human possesses a trait of supernatural that
lays dormant within their genetic make-up. Centuries
of diluting and breeding have allowed humans to
think they are alone and untouched by magic. But
what happens when something changes? The first
three books of the bestselling Dante’s Circle series
are now in one place at a special low price. Do you
dare enter the world of the realms? Dust of My Wings
– Book 1 When chemist Lily Banner finds a vial of
angel dust, angelic warrior Shade Griffin will have to
do all in his power to protect the ancient secrets of
the paranormals. Only when he finds Lily, his world
shifts and his allegiance changes, forcing the ones
who want Lily put down to take action. The war
between the realms is on the edge of a blade and
only Shade and Lily can stop it. Her Warriors’ Three
Wishes – Book 2 Jamie Bennett has known Ambrose
Griffin was hers from the moment she knew things
that went bump in the night were real. Ambrose has
held himself back because he can’t afford to lose
anything else. But when Jamie is kidnapped and sent
to the hell realm, the warrior angel will not only risk a
war to find her, he’ll find his heart—in Jamie and
Bailin. When Bailin, a demon from hell, meets the two
people who could fill his heart and his soul, he’ll need
to fight for something he hasn’t felt in over a
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century—hope. An Unlucky Moon – Book 3 Hunter, the
wolf from hell’s games, is finally ready to mate with
Becca. If only Becca were ready to forgive him.
Between the Pack’s council and strangers who could
take everything away from them, Becca and Hunter
have more to fight and everything to fight for.
Hunter’s dark past takes over their courtship, and just
when he thinks all his lost, he’ll find that Becca’s
more than he—or she—ever thought. A Paranormal
Romance with Themes of: Wolf, Werewolf, Shifter,
Romance, Series, Dominant, Dragon, Bar, Paranormal
Series, Angel, Paranormal Fantasy, paranormal
romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance,
fantasy romance, alpha male, bear romance, dragon
romance, series and saga, magic, witch, wizard, fae,
Bundle, MMF

The Walking Dead Quiz Book - Volume 3
Part 1
Myths and heroes may be reborn, but the whims of
the gods never change. Enter a world where Game of
Thrones meets Clash of the Titans with this collection
of the first three books from the "highly
recommended" Osteria Chronicles series. Perfect for
fans of mythology and historical fantasy fiction by
Madeline Miller, Simon Scarrow, S.J.A. Turney, Mary
Renault, and Glyn Iliffe, The Osteria Chronicles are a
captivating series in which the myths, gods, and
heroes of Ancient Greece come to life as you've never
seen them before. This set includes… * The Trials of
Hercules: In a world where mortals contend with the
gods' vengeful whims, one man must ask himself if he
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will risk his life to defend the goddess who has done
everything to destroy him. * The Voyage of Heroes: In
a dangerous game that pits god against god, and
family against one another, trust proves to be the
deadliest weapon. * The Maze of Minos: With the gods
as your allies, your life, your world, and your sanity
have never been in more danger. * Exclusive Bonus
Content to take you deeper into the world of Osteria
Adventure, betrayal, and passion are waiting. Lose
yourself in a new world by grabbing The Osteria
Chronicles Box Set today! What Readers are Saying *
This book should be rated as one of the top ten books
of the year. I can't emphasize enough how good this
book was and how much I enjoyed reading it. * …kept
me turning pages the whole way through like any
guilty pleasure * …highly recommended for fans of
fantasy in general and Greek mythology in
particular… * …satisfying, from beginning to end. *
The interactions of the gods and mortals was inspired.
Seeing the gods behaving badly was a treat. * I was
immediately pulled in. * I'd recommend it to anyone
looking for a good read. What is Osteria? Hundreds of
years ago, North America experienced The Disaster.
In what was once the Pacific Northwest, the survivors
built a new world, Osteria, which was then divided
into twelve city-states. To this world came the gods
formerly worshipped by the Ancient Greeks. The gods
have not changed—they are still powerful, petty, and
consumed with rivalries and jealousy. And just as
before, the gods do not play fairly with those who
stand in their way.

Grateful Dead's Workingman's Dead
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Sermon Series Ready to Preach Preaching sermon
series is an effective way of focusing your church on a
particular subject. You have the opportunity to extend
the point and spend time concentrating on God's
Word for better retention. Using sermon series also
helps the busy pastor in sermon preparation,
providing a clear plan for the weeks ahead. You'll get
3 complete sermon series in Sermon Outlines for Busy
Pastors: Sermon Series Box Set 1. This book contains
the entire contents from 3 Sermon Outlines for Busy
Pastors books: Rooted, Fresh, and Church Revolution.
Rooted is a series of 15 sermons covering the basic
doctrines of the Christian faith. Preach on the
importance of the Bible, the nature of God, the Trinity,
Prayer, Angels, Demons, and Spiritual Warfare,
Baptism and Communion, Sin, Jesus Christ,
Resurrection and Ascension, Becoming a Christian,
Sanctification, Perseverance, and Assurance, Death,
the Return of Jesus, the Final Judgment, and Heaven.
Fresh is a series of 8 sermons for bringing renewal
and awareness of God's plan and will for His church.
This series will help you and your people focus on
spiritual renewal. Church Revolution is a series of 7
sermons focused on bringing change and passion to
your church. The church is the people, and if there's
to be a change in our church there has to be a change
in our people. This sermon series will provide you the
groundwork for beginning a revolution at your church,
a revolution for Jesus Christ. That's 30 complete
sermon outlines. These are not the typical 3 point
sermons. Each sermon is completely fleshed out, with
points and subpoints. The sermon outlines in this
book are taken directly from the notes I carry into the
pulpit each week. Keywords: sermon outlines, pastor,
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preacher, sermon series, bible, expository, outlines,
sermon helps

The Queen's Alpha Box Set Books #1-3
The first three books in the CSI Reilly Steel series in
one great value box set. TABOO For fans of Patricia
Cornwell, Tess Gerritsen, Karin Slaughter and Kathy
Reichs Forensic investigator Reilly Steel, Quanticotrained and California-born and bred, imagined Dublin
to be a far cry from bustling San Francisco, a sleepy
backwater where she can lay past ghosts to rest and
start anew. She's arrived in Ireland to drag the Garda
forensics team into the 21st-century plus keep tabs
on her Irish-born father who's increasingly seeking
solace in the bottle after a past tragedy. But a brutal
serial killer soon puts paid to that. A young man and
woman are found dead in a hotel room, the gunshot
wounds on their naked bodies suggesting a suicide
pact. But as Reilly and the team dig deeper, and more
bodies are discovered, they soon realise that a
twisted murderer is at work, one who seeks to upset
society's norms in the most sickening way
imaginable… INFERNO Read the clues. Decode the
science. Reveal the murderer. That's Reilly Steel's
mantra. Find the answers, solve the crime. But the
Quantico-trained forensic investigator is finding her
skills aren't enough when a ferociously intelligent
killer strikes Dublin. The modus operandi is as
perplexing as it is macabre. What connects two
seemingly disparate, high-profile victims? Their
corpses refuse to give up their secrets and the crime
scenes prove a forensic investigator's worst
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nightmare. Reilly soon suspects that she may be
dealing with a killer - or killers - who know all about
crime scene investigation. It's only when a third
murder occurs - equally graphic and elaborate in its
execution - that they discover that this particular
killer is using a very specific blueprint for his crimes.
Who is the killer's next victim, the real target? And
what's his endgame? HIDDEN A Fallen Angel. A Devil
on the Loose. When a young girl is discovered dead
on an isolated Irish country road, it seems at first
glance to be a simple hit and run. Then the cops see
the tattoo on her back - a pair of beautifully wrought
angel wings that lend the victim a sense of ethereal
innocence. Forensic investigator Reilly Steel is soon
on the scene and her highly tuned sixth sense tells
her there is more to this case than a straightforward
murder. But with almost zero evidence and no way to
trace the girl's origin, Reilly and the police are at a
loss. Then the angel tattoo is traced to other children
- both dead and alive - who are similarly marked, and
Reilly starts to suspect they have all been abducted
by the same person. But why? And will Reilly get to
the bottom of the mystery and uncover what links
these children together before tragedy strikes again?

Reed Brothers Boxed Set 1-3
The Walking Dead Compendium is here! Since 2003,
Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead has been
redefining the survival horror genre with its unique
and vivid account of life after the end of the world.
Although the cast is diverse and often changing
(including, of course, a great number of zombies), at
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the heart of every tale is Rick Grimes: former police
officer, husband, father, and de facto leader of a
ragtag band of survivors looking to make a future for
themselves in a world that no longer has one. To call
The Walking Dead a zombie tale is accurate to a
point, but it touches on only one facet of a story that
asks timeless questions about what it means to live. It
also asks whether or not this is possible in a world full
of the dead. This is a great opportunity to experience
this gripping read for the first time or catch up on the
tale with the first four years worth of material,
collected in one volume for the first time. The first
eight volumes of this fan-favorite series collected into
one massive collection. This volume collects THE
WALKING DEAD #1-48.
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